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During last week, the market continued its downtrend. The overall market cap dropped to $251 billion. 
Bitcoin is down to $6,170 while Ethereum’s price decreased to $451. 

The crypto markets are continuing to take a tumble following a slew of FUD-like news from the crypto 
sector in both South Korea and Japan.

Leading South Korean exchange Bithumb was hacked for $30 million, and Japan’s financial regulator 
FSA has apparently renewed their crackdown on cryptocurrency exchanges after sending out six more 
business improvement notices this week. 

Future Presidential Candidate John McAfee to Stop ICO Twitter Promotion

Crypto enthusiast John McAfee of McAfee Anti-Virus Software and the McAfee Redemption Token will 
no longer be promoting or working with ICOs due to “threats” from the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission. The future crypto-friendly presidential candidate had reported earlier this year that he 
charged $105,000 per tweet, so this announcement could mark a significant loss of income. The SEC 
has declined to comment on McAfee’s claims.
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Bitcoin (BTC)  
Wait for a Breakout of $6,800 - Then Entry @ $6,800 - Exit @ $7,350

Ethereum (ETH)
Wait for a Breakout of $480 - Then Entry @ $480 - Exit @ $540
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Bitcoin Cash (BCH)
Wait for a Breakout of $780 - Then Entry @ $780 - Exit @ $875

Ripple (XRP)
Wait for a Breakout of $0.50 - Then Entry @ $0.50 - Exit @ $0.55
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BitShares (BTS)
Wait for a Breakout of $0.16 - Then Entry @ $0.16 - Exit @ $0.22

LISK (LISK)
Wait for a Breakout of $6.20 - Then Entry @ $6.20 - Exit @ $7
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Are you ready to make your first 100k for 2018, or would you like to become a Cryptonaire?

The Platinum Generation X Programme is here to help you grow by focusing on creating proven 
revenue streams.

After Nirav Shah has proven his success in both the Financial and Crypto Markets, he brings this 
programme to your door step.

Through our unique step by step approach, and our ‘Change Your Life In 90 Days Challenge’, we aim to 
build on your core skills and introduce you to a world that you have may have considered, but never 

ventured.

Are you ready to take the 90 Day Challenge, or make 100k in 2018?

http://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/PlatinumGenerationX/
http://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/PlatinumGenerationX/
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The Japan-based Mt. Gox exchange had its bankruptcy stayed due to a petition filed by some of the 
creditors for the commencement of civil rehabilitation proceedings in Tokyo District Court on November 
24, 2017, and heard today, June 22, 2018. Mt. Gox was forced into criminal bankruptcy after more than 
$473 million in bitcoin was stolen from the exchange in 2014. This latest petition filed by the creditors 
provides for more options on how they can be reimbursed. At issue primarily is the exchange rate of 
bitcoin at the time of the hack, approximately $480 per bitcoin. By staying in criminal bankruptcy, the 
creditors would have been paid back at the exchange rate at the time of the filing; but bitcoin has risen in 
value significantly since then, trading at over $6,100 per bitcoin today. This change means that creditors 
could be paid in terms of the amount of bitcoin lost and not the value of the bitcoin at the time of the loss: 
a significant difference.
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China recently revealed its second batch of state-endorsed cryptocurrency ratings and notably, EOS 
takes the lead this round as it was entirely excluded in the first set of ratings released in May 2018. 
Ethereum, Steem, and Lisk held the top ratings the first time around. The blockchain projects ratings 
depend on three different components based on technology, application, and innovation. The ratings 
are controlled and lead by the Chinese Center for Information Industry Development (CCID) under 
China’s culture ministry.

The new top 15 list includes:

EOS; Ethereum; NEO; Stellar; Lisk; Nebulas; Steem; BitShares; Ripple; Qtum; Waves; Cardano; Monero; 
Ark; Ethereum Classic

The CCID claims that it has “first-rate domestic experts and scholars” in charge of calculating the 
scores. The group uses the ratings to evaluate the usefulness of the application, technological 
capability, and development level of the projects. Noticeably, Bitcoin (BTC)  ranks 17th out of the 30 
listed according to CCID experts. In the first list, Komodo unexpectedly ranked 5th but dropped to 
16th.
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2018 might not be the best year for crypto investors so far, but a lot of wealth is still in the hands of 
long-term holders. The latest example of this comes from Silicon Valley where some people are using 
bitcoin to buy millions worth of expensive timepieces, diamonds and other luxury items. Stephen 
Silver Fine Jewelry, a Silicon Valley-based ultra-high-end watches and jewelry boutique which 
implemented cryptocurrency payments back in 2014, reports that crypto transactions have grown to 
20% of sales in the past year, helping the company close expensive sales. The company accepts 
payments in cryptocurrencies such as BTC, BCH and XMR, but only from authorized and approved 
Bitpay wallets. It started doing so as an easier and more secure alternative to wire transfers, providing 
much faster transfer times than the old legacy systems. “Cryptocurrency has surpassed the volume 
of retail credit-card purchases in the company in a very short time period,” CEO Stephen Silver said. 
“We’ve created revenue that the company would not even enjoy without being able to accept 
cryptocurrency…. Large sums of money are where we are finding cryptocurrency to be a huge 
advantage.”
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Quebec's public power utility has submitted plans to the provincial government that could clear the 
way for Hydro-Quebec to set up a new framework through which to work with cryptocurrency miners. 
The plan, if approved, would create a selection process by which Hydro-Quebec will parcel out 500 
megawatts worth of power to crypto miners. In a statement last week, the utility said its pitch to the 
Régie de l'énergie that, if approved, would allow miners to submit bids that Hydro-Quebec would 
consider based on their ability to create jobs and economic benefits to Quebec. Hydro-Quebec 
suggested that it is seeking a speedy solution to the issue – the subject of a moratorium on new 
approvals issued earlier this month, citing an "unprecedented" level of demand. The utility also wants 
to put a cap on the amount of power that crypto-miners can draw during the year, in an effort to free 
up power for other customers. That concern has been at the heart of many of the disputes seen in 
North America between crypto miners, local governments and residents.
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The Bank of England is planning to rebuild its Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) system so that it can 
interface with private business and platforms using distributed ledger technology (DLT), the bank’s 
Governor Mark Carney announced in a speech June 21. Speaking at Mansion House in London, 
Carney said that the bank will conduct an “ambitious rebuild” of its RTGS system, which is, according 
to him, the backbone of every payment in the U.K. RTGS is a system generally used to transfer large 
volumes of funds between banks. The bank is looking to reorganize the existing RTGS so that private 
payment platforms could plug in directly to the bank’s system. “Our new, hard infrastructure will be 
future-proofed to your imaginations, opening up a range of potential innovations in wholesale 
markets, and corporate banking and retail services,” Carney said. The Governor also mentioned that 
the bank has begun working together with the Bank of Canada, the Monetary Authority of Singapore, 
and some private-sector organizations to upgrade inter-bank cross-border payments, including 
initiatives based on DLT. He said: “The potential returns are large. At present, cross-border payments 
can cost ten times more than domestic ones. We estimate that in the U.K. alone there is scope to 
realize annual savings of over £600 million. Most fundamentally, the more seamless are global and 
domestic payments, the more U.K. households and businesses will benefit from the new global 
economy.”

https://cointelegraph.com/news/bank-of-england-to-rebuild-settlement-system-to-interface-with-bloc
https://cointelegraph.com/news/bank-of-england-to-rebuild-settlement-system-to-interface-with-blockchain-platforms
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Bitmain has attained approximately 42 percent control of the Bitcoin network hashrate. This figure 
brings the company tantalizingly close to 51 percent mark where things could get interesting. Bitmain 
is the biggest manufacturer of BTC mining hardware, and they also own the largest Bitcoin mining 
pools in the market. According to the figures released by BTC.com, Bitmain’s mining pools continue to 
dominate the network hashrate. The company owns the BTC.com and AntPool mining pools. During 
this past week, BTC.com and AntPool found 27.2 percent and 14.6 percent of all Bitcoin blocks. Thus, 
Bitmain effectively controlled 42 percent of the network hashrate in the last week. Perhaps even more 
profound is the fact that Bitmain doesn’t utilize all of its hashpower BTC mining. The company also 
mines Bitcoin Cash, the most popular BTC fork. Both BTC and BCH use the same proof of work (PoW) 
algorithm. Thus, the same mining hardware can be used to mine both. However, one miner cannot 
mine both cryptocurrencies simultaneously. As a result, Bitmain shares its hashpower between both 
networks. In the previous seven days, BTC.com and AntPool controlled 10.4 percent and 10.6 percent 
respectively, of the BCH hashrate. This means that Bitmain found approximately 21 percent of all 
Bitcoin Cash blocks discovered in the last one week.
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Charles Hoskinson, co-founder of altcoin Cardano (ADA), tweeted June 20 that the entry of Wall 
Street into the crypto sector will bring in “tens of trillions of dollars:” Cardano, which is currently 
ranked 8th on Coinmarketcap, has a market cap of around $3.5 billion. Charles Hoskinson was also 
one of the founding members of Ethereum (ETH), crypto startup Invictus Innovations, and crypto 
tech company IOHK. When asked by a commentator what exactly the crypto community is building, 
Hoskinson answered “an entirely new world:” The intersection of cryptocurrency and Wall Street has 
been welcomed by those who also see a potential influx in capital. In mid-May, cryptocurrency wallet 
and exchange Coinbase released a new suite of products designed to attract institutional investors by 
relieving security and regulatory compliance concerns. Speaking about the product release, the VP of 
Coinbase referred to “$10 billion” of Wall Street money that now had the potential to enter the 
market. The “trillion” value has also been bandied around before, as Dan Morehead, CEO of $1 billion 
crypto hedge fund Pantera Capital said in April that a $40 trillion crypto market is possible, in part due 
to Wall Street’s increasing interest in clearing crypto trades.

https://cointelegraph.com/news/cardano-co-founder-wall-street-will-bring-tens-of-trillions-of-dollars-to-crypto
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The US Secret Service is worried about the illicit use of cryptocurrencies. A high-ranking official of the 
agency has urged Congress to consider additional legislation to address anonymity-enhanced 
cryptocurrencies and services intended to obscure transactions on blockchains such as tumblers or 
mixers. Deputy Assistant Director of the US Secret Service’s Office of Investigations, Robert Novy, 
gave a testimony before the House of Representatives Financial Services Subcommittee on 
Terrorism and Illicit Finance on June 20. Novy explained that his agency is primarily concerned with 
the use of cryptocurrencies “in criminal schemes that undermine the integrity of financial and 
payment systems, their use in cases of fraud, and their general use as a means of money laundering,” 
stating: “While some digital currencies have operated lawfully, others have been used extensively for 
illicit activity…The growing illicit use of digital currencies risks undermining the effectiveness of 
existing U.S. laws and regulations, especially those intended to limit the ability of criminals to profit 
from their illicit activities.”

https://news.bitcoin.com/us-secret-service-congress-help-prevent-illicit-use-privacy-coins/
https://news.bitcoin.com/us-secret-service-congress-help-prevent-illicit-use-privacy-coins/
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SGAT 

Platinum ICO Information

A powerful blockchain for decentralized applications and tailor-made smart contracts

One observation, one inconsistency: administered contracts have not kept up with the economy’s 
digital transformation. All the transactions recorded, which yet determine our economic, legal and 
political systems, suffer a delay that has an impact on the control of identities, the reporting of major 
events, exchanges among nations, companies and other communities, even individuals. Because 
challenges of security and transparency are more than ever those of digital economy, it is necessary to 
prepare the foundations for tomorrow's transactions. In a digital world, the way we regulate and 
maintain administrative control has to change. Blockchain promises to solve this problem.

It is to accompany these historical changes that SGAT created its own blockchain, which offers all the 
reliability, confidentiality and security nowadays necessary for smart contracts. And by developing in 
parallel an applicative overlay that will allow the configuration of these smart contracts without 
modification of the blockchain code itself, SGAT will offer tailor-made solutions for all markets. 

17

Project Details: 

A new smart contract environment remote from the blockchain but certified by it: a blockchain 
focusing on confidentiality, combined with smart contracts applications. SGAT smart contracts certify 
enforceability; they are entrusted in a private entity with the prerogatives of blockchain technology. 
This online service will serve as trusted third party and will be adaptable to many sectors via predefined 
or custom templates. It is the missing chain between what blockchain aspires to by bringing 
confidence, and the universe full of legal constraints. Society collapses under the weight of regulatory 
constraints. The law sector accounts for more of the GDP than aeronautics. Global legal pressure 
brings even greater challenges and increasingly complicated contracts. 
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Official Video:  https://youtu.be/9-ExCi6PudU
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The existing smarts contracts do not promise any possibility of anonymity, they are reserved for 
developers but not applicable in the business industry. SGAT offers an online environment to ensure 
trust between parties involved in an agreement via legally certified and tailor-made smart contract 
templates.

Official Video:  https://youtu.be/9-ExCi6PudU

https://youtu.be/9-ExCi6PudU
https://youtu.be/9-ExCi6PudU
https://youtu.be/-5hopq1p6VE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kg-BL_fBVI
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ICO Details: Distribution

ICO Funds 

Token: SGAT

Pre-ICO / Token Price:  1 SGAT = 1 EUR

Whitelist / KYC: KYC

Bonus: Available

Bounty: Available

Platform: CryptoNote

Accepting:  BTC, ETH, EUR

Minimum Investment:  € 500

Token Sale Hard Cap:   € 6,500,000 

Token Sale Soft Cap:  € 1,500,000 

Country:  France

ICO Token Volume:   Up to 12,000,000

Sales Token Volume, o/w :  65%, or 7,800,000 

Private Pre-Sale       8%, or 650,000

Public Pre-Sale        15% or 1,150,000

Public Sale       77% or 6,000,000
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Token Mining Emission: 

https://www.trente-douze.fr/
https://www.eiko-studio.com/
http://blast-influence.com/
http://www.getavocat.fr/
https://www.leclubdescryptos.fr/
http://www.lafrenchtech.com/
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Roadmap:



For more information about the ICO, please visit the following links: 

Website:  https://www.sgat-technologies.com/en/

White Paper:  https://www.sgat-technologies.com/frontend/pdf/WHITE_PAPER_EN.pdf 

Bitcoin Talk:  https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=4421668.0

GitHub:   https://github.com/sgat-technologies/sgat

YouTube:  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCItt9quglfpwvEi-mCenBqQ 

Telegram:   https://www.t.me/sgatcoin/

Twitter:   https://twitter.com/Sgatcoin

Medium:  https://medium.com/@sgatcoin

Facebook:   https://www.facebook.com/Sgatcoin/

Instagram:   https://www.instagram.com/sgatcoin/ 

LinkedIn:   https://www.linkedin.com/company/sgat-technologies

Email:   contact@sgat-technologies.com
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Team:

Sébastien Pussiau
CEO – Co-Founder

Thomas Paillet
COO – Co-Founder

Antoine La
CTO – Co-Founder

Stéphane Hurpé
CEO – Co-Founder

Aina Randria
Marketing & Public Relations 

Director – Co-Founder

Philippe Bonan
Artistic & Creative 

Director – Co-Founder

Baptiste Husson
ICO Strategist

Christophe Fraysse
Lead Developer

https://www.sgat-technologies.com/en/
https://icosbull.com/whitepapers/3598/SGAT_whitepaper.pdf
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=4421668.0
https://github.com/sgat-technologies/sgat
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCItt9quglfpwvEi-mCenBqQ
https://www.t.me/sgatcoin/
https://twitter.com/Sgatcoin
https://medium.com/@sgatcoin
https://www.facebook.com/Sgatcoin/
https://www.instagram.com/sgatcoin/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sgat-technologies
mailto:contact@sgat-technologies.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/s%C3%A9bastien-pussiau-36596636
https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-paillet-597805117/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/laantoine/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stephanehurpe/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ainarandriamalala/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/philippe-bonan-3625b9114/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/baptiste-husson-a888b7111/
https://fr.linkedin.com/in/christophe-fraysse-429537a7
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